Differences along the place-frequency map in the structure of supporting cells in the gerbil cochlea.
The function of supporting cells was investigated by comparing their morphologic adaptations at six different places in the gerbil cochlea. The volume of Deiters cells and tectal (cover) cells increased whereas that of Boettcher and Claudius cells decreased from base to apex. Deiters cells in the basal region tuned between 40 and 20 kHz lacked the unique rosette complex seen in regions encoding frequencies at or below 10 kHz. Deiters cells in high frequency regions differed from those at lower frequency places in several other ways: they possessed more apical microtubules, a larger basal microtubule stalk, mitochondria in the basal compartment, apical mitochondria that were unassociated with plasmalemma and more symmetric, and a less elaborately folded apicomedial plasmalemma enveloping fewer nerves. The tectal cells covering the outer tunnel appeared unlike Hensen cells in location and structure and differed further in exhibiting more variability with position in the cochlea. These covering cells in regions encoding high frequencies (20 and 40 kHz) extended a thin process medially that formed the roof of the outer tunnel and connected with the phalanx of the third Deiters cell. The tectal cells exclusively in places at 10 kHz or below projected numerous fimbriae into the outer tunnel. Hensen cells lateral to the cover cells also differed with frequency in showing abundant apical microvilli and mitochondria and basal juxtaposition to Boettcher cells only in the 40 to 20 kHz region. The observed structural differences provide evidence for functional variability along the place-frequency map. They attest to greater ion resorption from the outer tunnel by Deiters and tectal cells in low to mid frequency regions, and for greater ion exchange between endolymph and perilymph by Hensen, Boettcher and outer sulcus cells in regions of the cochlea encoding high frequencies. Amplification of the Deiters cells' microtubule system in the base of the cochlea possibly imparts increased stiffness to these cells and enhances transmission of mechanical energy at high frequency.